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On Statistical Variances of Winning Techniques in Sports 

By Ke;γz Yam協~uchz"*

There are many kinds of sports. To discuss the competing phenomenon in a 

mathematical science method， there are two ways; one is in the sense of probabi1ity， 

and the other is in the sense of determination. The former is solved by using a 

differentical equation， and the latter is based on a statistical analysis. 

The purpose of this research is introducing the definition of statistical variances 

and the arithmetic method which is essential for conc1uding the winning techniques 

and coaching methods. 

To make this easier， we have brought up KARATE as a model. 

In this analysis， we are using a new technique of variance formula， which is as 

follows; 

X: mean value 

的:variable (1豆 i豆2k-l，k is the winning technique) 

fi: frequency 

n=呂五

X=(21仇 )/n

S2=(22〈仇-X)吋/n

Among the data， form (3) has no interdependence between each l] fi 

(Proof) 

If呂五=n，呂fi'=n'

fi=nfi'/n' 

s吋宮(均一X刈/n'

Substitute form (4) for form (5). 

* Assistant of the Institute of Physical Education， Keio University. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



く5)=信:くXi-X川 fdn))/n'

=(21〈仇一X)2兵))/n

form (3)=form (5) 

Using forms (1)， (2)， (3)， we can make it help to promote our coaching methods 

by analyzing the techniques which are often seen in the competing phenomenon. 
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